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During the months of  November and December, all the carvings in our Inuit collection will be reduced by a 
minimum of  25%. This is an excellent opportunity to own one of  these masterpieces of  Canadian art. From noted 
artists such as Dale Ford and Jacko Jararuse, from pieces dating from the early years to contemporary sculptures of  

today, the beauty of  these pieces must be experienced to be appreciated. Please visit us on site or online at 
www.powerhouseartists.com to view our collection.

As we approach our eighth Christmas season here at Power House Art, we invite you to look through our Christmas 
newsletter. We have included specials and promotions of  many excellent pieces in our collection. Please take a 
moment to browse through what we have included here, at our gallery at 129 Lincoln Street in Lunenburg, or 

online at www.powerhouseartists.com. Thanks, and may you have a pleasant and enjoyable holiday. 
~ Lynn and Stephen.

Hunter, Dale Ford, 
Price: $5375.00

Sale Price $3995.00

Power House Art/S. A. Ernst Photography - 129 Lincoln Street, Box 1783, Lunenburg NS B0J 2C0
Hours until Christmas - Wednesday to Sunday, 11:00 - 5:00, otherwise by chance or appointment.

InuIt Art SAle ~ ChrIStmAS 2019
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      Tracey, Gregg 

We are very pleased to highlight an artist who has been perfecting many forms of  art for over forty years. Gregg 
Tracey’s artistic journey first began during a hitchhiking trip through Europe after graduating from high school. 
In Madrid, he was able to see works by the masters, including Goya’s powerful pieces which inspired him to 
become an artist. From painting to wood turning, to carving birds and creating wood block prints, everything 
Gregg brings into this world has it’s own powerful entity which so many have recognized and sought to bring 
into their home. This year, we have chosen three of  Gregg’s woodblock prints to share with you.

Knotty Buoy
21”x9”, edition 68/250
$195.00

Repose
9”x12”, edition 59/100
$140.00

People Watching
9.5”x10.5”, edition 139/350
$135.00
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     Yadne, Viktor
      Reindeer Rider
      Wood , Staghorn and Mammoth Tusk
A Siberian  Master Carver, Viktor Yadne creates his masterpieces 
from the antlers of  native Elk, Reindeer, and from the uncovered, 
millenia-old tusks of  the Wolly Mammoth. The detail in these 
pieces is unparralelled, and must be seen to be fully appreciated.
     4” W x 4.5” D x 3.5” H
      $3500.00

      Misner, Lynn 
      Stonehurst
      Oil on Canvas
This painting, created in 2011, showcases the vibrant sunsets 
and contrast Lynn has become known for. Stonehurst 
is a small fishing community about ten miles outside of  
Lunenburg and has become a popular tourist destination 
because of  its traditional charm. Small fishing shacks dot the 
coastline in this area, some in use, and some long forgotten.
      30” x 40”
      $2200.00  (Christmas Sale - $1500.00)

      Ernst, Stephen 
      Scenes of  the UK and Ireland
From the 2017 exhibition “The Orange and the Green: 
Inpressions of  Ireland and the UK” comes this series of  framed 
photographs. Made traditionally in the darkroom from 35mm 
negatives, these prints are specially treated with sepia toning, hand 
colouring, or left in their original black and white state. Scenes 
include views around Ireland, rural England, and London.
      8” x 10” to 11” x 14” (print size)
      $195.00 to $275.00   (Christmas Sale - $145.00 each)
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      Pootoogook, Kananginak (1935 - 2010)
      Akuarmittuq (Pregnant Owl)
      Stonecut Print, 2002
Pootoogook was a pioneer in setting up the West Baffin Eskimo Co-op in 
Cape Dorset where printmaking in the North first began in the 1950s. 
An accomplished sculptor and printmaker, many of  his pieces feature 
Arctic wildlife, particularly birds. Pootoogook’s work has been featured 
in multiple exhibitions across Canada and he was a member of  the 
Royal Canadian Academy. 
      28” x 22”, edition 26/50  
      $1200.00  (Christmas Sale - $850.00)

      Kalvak, Helen (1901 - 1984)
      Shooting Ducks
      Stonecut and Stencil, 1982
        Kalvak was born in 1901 and lived in the traditional Inuit 
lifestyle for most of  her life. She produced an estimated two 
thousand drawings over her career and was awarded the Order 
of  Canada. In 1960, she moved to Holman after the passing 
of  her husband. Kalvak was one of  the few remaining Inuit 
women decorated with traditional beautifying facial tattoos. 
      20”x26”
      $650.00 (Christmas Sale - $500.00)

      Tookoome, Simon (1934 - 2010)
      We Lived by Animals
      Lithograph, 1975
A self-taught graphic artist and carver, most of  Simon’s 
work depicts his life, in traditional Inuit style, on the land. 
His pieces portray many stories of  his heritage, and legends 
of  his people. This lithograph emphasises the ancestral 
connection between the Inuit people and the gratitude and 
respect to the animals they relied upon in their lives for 
survival.
      25” x 34”  edition 38/42
      $550.00  (Christmas Sale - $450.00)

Akuarmittuq (Pregnant Owl)

Kananginak Pootoogook (Cape Dorset), 2002
Stonecut, 28”x22”

Edition 24/50
$1,200.00

Shooting Ducks

Helen Kalvak (Holman), 1982
Stencil, 20”x26”
Edition 20/50

$650.00

We Lived By Animals
Simon Tookoomee (Baker Lake), 1975

Lithograph, 24”x36”
Edition 41/42

$650.00
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      Misner. Lynn
      Hirtle’s Beach
      Oil on Canvas
Although Lynn grew up surrounded by lakes, rivers and the 
ocean, they just recently began experimenting with water, 
movement and reflections. Hirtle’s Beach is a local retreat, 
about a twenty minute drive outside of  Lunenburg. Lynn spent 
many summer days with friends and family in the water, which 
gave pleasant inspiration to this painting. This piece highlights 
the beautiful large cliffs along the edge of  the beach. The 
sunsets in this area are always spectacular.
      30” x 36”
      $1800.00  (Christmas Sale - $1200.00)

      Ernst, Stephen
      Old Boat, Peggy’s Cove, NS
      Hand Coloured Silver Gelatin Print
Inspired heavily by such photographers as W. R.MacAskill, this 
image gives a saluting nod to that bygone style of  photography. 
Stephen almost completely uses traditional methods for his 
photos, spending long hours in the darkroom perfecting the 
print. This photo, an old broken boat which conjures up 
imagery of  Stan Rogers’ “Make and Break Harbour”, has been 
carefully hand-coloured, giving an even stronger bygone feel.
      11”x14” (print size)
      $275.00 (Christmas Sale - $195.00)

      Misner, Lynn
      Passage Through
      Oil on Canvas
Inspired by a trip to Ireland and England a few years 
ago, this piece highlights the northern countryside of  this 
beautiful island and the old farming fields, many of  which 
are still in use. As many know, Ireland is known for its many 
shades of  green. The sky in this piece hints that a storm 
has just passed, leaving the sun to bring out the intense lime 
green highlights.
      24” x 36” 
      $1600.00  (Christmas Sale - $950.00


